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The “Transitory” Inflation Debate

• Not-so-Transitory, Transitory Inflation
• Inflation may remain above average heading into 2022, but should 

begin to stabilize as supply-side factors normalize

• A New Global Taxation Framework?
• The OECD agreement is not immediately binding, but expect tax policy 

to remain a hot topic amid reconciliation negotiations

• Earnings Season Snapshot
• Expect strong earnings growth results in the third quarter, while 

monitoring the impacts from labor and supply shortages
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Not-so-Transitory, Transitory Inflation

• CPI Remains Hot. Last Tuesday, the U.S. September Consumer Price Index (CPI) print
came in hotter than expected, growing at a year-over-year pace of 5.4%, eclipsing the
5% mark for the fourth straight month. Inflation has remained stubbornly hotter than
normal, as supply chain disruptions and labor shortages have added to base effects
from year-ago disinflation.

• Working Out the Kinks. There are some nascent signs that supply chain constraints may
be easing. For example, the number of container ships anchored awaiting berth at the
Port of Los Angeles has spiked higher over the last few months, though has recently
showed some signs of a near-term peak. In the labor market, expiring jobless benefits
may incentivize workers to return to the labor force. Near-term labor shortages may
require employers to raise wages, though if productivity trends continue along their post-
pandemic trajectory, this may not necessarily contribute to higher prices for finished
goods and services.

• Inflation by the Numbers. U.S. headline CPI is projected to be 5.3% on a year-over-year
basis in ’21. Although this is materially higher than inflation’s longer-term trend of ~2.5%,
1.2% of that difference can be attributed to base effects, with the remaining 1.5% due to
other excesses such as supply chain disruptions and labor market frictions. Some of those
excesses may spill over into ’22 to some extent, but longer-term, market-based estimates
of inflation remain near the Federal Reserve’s longer-term targets.

Inflation may remain above average heading into 2022, but 
should begin to stabilize as supply-side factors normalize

Chart of the Week:

Taking Stock of Drivers and Long-Term Inflation Trends



Earnings Seasons Snapshot

• Earnings Season Warms Up. Q3 earnings season kicked into gear last week, providing
some of the first glimpses at profit trends for the back half of 2022. With over 8% of
companies in the S&P 500 reporting so far, the blended year-over-year earnings growth
estimate, which combines actual results with consensus estimates for firms that have yet
to report, currently sits at 29.9%.

• Financials Take Early Spotlight. Firms in the financials sector are typically among the first
cluster to report earnings results every quarter. So far, with 14 companies already
reporting, the financials sector is notching a 30% blended year-over-year earnings
growth rate amid solid results among banks. A full 86% of financials firms reporting so far
have positive earnings surprises for the quarter. As for revenues, financials so far are
sporting 9.8% blended top-line growth, with 100% of companies beating consensus
expectations.

• Keyword “Supply Chain.” Although earnings growth has been robust over the most
recent quarters coming off pandemic lows, supply-chain disruptions and labor-supply
constraints are now among the top issues facing companies. About 71% of companies
in the S&P 500 are citing supply chain issues negatively impacting their businesses on
earnings calls, with another 67% announcing similar concerns over labor shortages.
These factors are likely to be among the top themes this earnings season, as investors
continue to weigh the duration and impact of supply-side constraints.
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A New Global Taxation Framework?

• OECD’s Minimum Tax Agreement. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) announced an agreement among 136 countries (comprising
90% of global GDP) on imposing a minimum tax rate of 15% on the foreign income of
corporations. The effort was launched to undermine the incentive for companies to
incorporate in low tax jurisdictions, otherwise known as corporate inversions. The
OECD’s press release cited estimates that the new rules could generate ~$150B in new
global tax revenues annually.

• Sound Familiar? The TCJA* already created new rules for the foreign income taxation
of U.S. multinational companies, in what is called the global intangible low-taxed
income (GILTI) rate. In some sense, getting other countries to set similar rules for their
domestic companies levels the playing field for U.S. businesses. However, the recent
reconciliation proposal from the House Ways and Means Committee goes an
incremental step further, raising the GILTI rate to 21%, well above the OECD figure.

• Enter the Politics. In reality, the OECD’s vote was largely a formality and did not
immediately change tax policy in practice. Over the next few years, each country that
endorsed the agreement will need to go back to their respective legislative bodies
and pass new domestic tax laws consistent with the OECD agreement. In the U.S., this
will likely be a key point of contention as Democrats debate changes to the tax code
as part of the reconciliation process.

The OECD agreement is not immediately binding, but expect tax 
policy to remain a hot topic amid reconciliation negotiations

Expect strong earnings growth results in the third quarter, while 
monitoring the impacts from labor and supply shortages

*The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
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